Areas of knowledge

Mathematics
Is there a distinction between truth and certainty in mathematics? Is mathematics independent of culture? Is
mathematics discovered or invented?
Mathematics is founded on a set of more or less universally accepted definitions and basic assumptions. It
proceeds from a system of axioms using deductive reasoning to prove theorems or mathematical truths.
These have a degree of certainty unmatched by any other area of knowledge, making it excellent raw
material for study in TOK.
Despite, or rather because of, the strict confines of mathematical logic, mathematics is an enormously
creative subject, asking of its practitioners great leaps of the imagination. Pure mathematics requires no
prior sense perception at the start of inquiry but the application of mathematics to real-world situations
requires techniques such as those used in the natural and human sciences. Indeed, most research in the
natural and human sciences is underpinned by mathematics. There are also often close links between
mathematics and the arts where formal requirements for harmony or symmetry impose mathematical
structures on a work.
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•

mathematics concerned with quantity, shape, space and change—
difficult to define
used to create models in the natural and human sciences
the possibility of a mathematical treatment is taken by many to be the
sign of intellectual rigour—for example, in economics or pyschology
possesses qualities such as beauty and elegance—sometimes thought
of as an art form
seems to be broadly universal and not tied to a particular culture
mathematical truths seem to be certain and timeless
uses a precisely defined set of symbols standing for abstract things like
sets and relations
key terms such as axiom, deduction rule, conjecture, theorem, proof
uses pure reason from axioms to produce proofs of mathematical
theorems
a statement in mathematics is true if and only if it is proved
mathematics does not seem to rely on sense perception of the world
mathematicians require intuition and imagination in order to prove
theorems
seminal developments such as negative or irrational numbers have led
to big changes in the way we view the world
numbers and geometry particularly important in historical
development of other fields such as painting, architecture and music
maths ability often taken to be a proxy for intelligence with
consequences for individual self-esteem
much scope for major contributions to mathematics by talented
individuals who cannot always explain the source of their insights,
often ascribing them to intuition, imagination or emotion
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Areas of knowledge

Why is there sometimes an uneasy fit between mathematical
descriptions and the world? (For example, if I had four cows and
then took five away, how many would be left?)
Is mathematics invented or discovered?

Knowledge
questions

If mathematics is an abstract intellectual game (like chess) then
why is it so good at describing the world?
If mathematics is created by man, why do we sometimes feel
that mathematical truths are objective facts about the world
rather than something constructed by human beings?
If mathematics is “out there” in the world then where exactly
can it be found?
Why should elegance or beauty be relevant to mathematical value?

Examples of possible topics of study
Simple
mathematical
proofs

Beauty and
elegance in
mathematics

Axioms and the
rejection of the
axiomatic approach

Mathematics in
nature

Figure 11
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